
Welcome to Udio’s training guide for
managers.

In this manual, we’ll walk you through day-to-day managerial tasks such as how to
create new and term-based sessions, edit sessions, add staff members and book
them into their sessions as well as other administrative tasks.

The guide provides step-by-step instructions as well as visual aids so you can learn at
your own pace and refer back to any section as and when you need to.

If you have any questions about the guide or would like to learn more about a certain
feature or function, please send us an email at hello@udiosystems.com.

To browse our other manuals, please visit our training page.

Copyright
This manual remains the copyright of Udio, U8/22 Railway Road, Subiaco, WA 6008. It is not to be copied or reproduced without the
written permission of the authors. The copyright will be protected according to International Laws of Copyright when breached.
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1. Create sessions

Go to ‘sessions’ in the left-hand menu.

1.1 Create a new session for lessons for a perpetual program

- Click ‘add new’ then select ‘sessions’ from the drop-down menu

- Select the relevant course and facility, then ‘proceed’

- Select your start date of the session

- Select one or multiple weekdays (Udio knows the interval is weekly)

- Choose the session start time and duration

- Ensure when selecting multiple days they are at the same time and have the

same resources

- Tick the ‘resources are only for those sessions’ checkbox if the session requires

the resource exclusively
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Under ‘booking configurations’:

- Select types from the drop-down box and enter the maximum number of each

type of participant for the session, e.g. for ‘student’ you might want a

maximum of 10 in the class

- Select ‘add booking configuration’ to repeat this process for any other types,

such as instructor or supervisor

- Select ‘confirm’ to create session
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You have now created your session which you can view under ‘sessions’ in the

left-hand menu.
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1.2 Create assessment, complimentary or trial sessions

- Select ‘add new’ then ‘sessions’ from the drop-down menu

- Choose the course that you are entering, select with assessment,

complimentary or trial, then select the facility

- Click ‘proceed’

- Enter the start date and last session date if there is one, otherwise leave blank

- Enter the weekdays and interval

- Select the times you wish to run the session, duration and the resource

- Tick ‘resources are only for those sessions’
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Under ‘booking configurations’:

- Select types from the drop-down box and enter the maximum number of each

type of participant for the session, e.g. for ‘student’ (in an assessment), you

might want a maximum of 3 in the class

- Select ‘add booking configuration’ to repeat this process for any other types,

such as instructor or supervisor

- Select ‘confirm’ to create session
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1.3 Create school holiday sessions

Go to the ‘sessions’ section:

- At the top of the screen click on ‘add new’ and select ‘sessions’

- Choose the course that you are entering, in this case select ‘school holiday -

course’ then select the facility and ‘proceed’

- Enter the start date and last session date

- Under ‘Weekdays & Interval’ select ‘everyday sessions’

- Select session time then duration from the drop-down box
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Under ‘booking configurations’:

- Select types from the drop-down box and enter the maximum number of

participants for the session

- Select ‘add booking configuration’ to repeat this process for any other types,

such as coach and supervisor

- Select ‘confirm’ to create session
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1.4 Create a term based session

Ensure that the term dates and eligible courses have been added to ‘terms’ (under

‘scheduling’) in settings. Then from the ‘sessions’ section:

- At the top of the screen click on ‘add new’ and select ‘sessions’

- Choose the course that you are entering and your facility and click ‘proceed’
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- Select the term, weekdays and times for this session

- Select the duration from the drop-down box and the resource

- Tick ‘resources are only for those sessions’
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Under ‘booking configurations’:

- Select types from the drop-down box and enter the maximum number of

participants for the session

- Select ‘add booking configuration’ to repeat this process for any other types,

such as instructor and supervisor

- Select ‘confirm’ to create session
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1.5 Edit details of an existing session

Click ‘view details’ on the session you want to edit

- Under ‘edit session’, you can update the day, start time, resource, allowed

bookings and  booking configurations

1.6 Cancel sessions

To cancel a single session or multiple session, go to the ‘sessions’ section:

- Filter to find the session that needs deleting and click ‘view details’

- Click on ‘cancel session’ at the top of the page

- You have the option to tick:

o Cancel this session only
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o Cancel this session and apply first cancellation rule for all bookings

o Cancel series (series code) with the starting date

- Click ‘confirm’ to cancel the session

2. Bulk move students

If you want to bulk move students from one session to another, start by creating

the new session (if you haven’t done so already):

- Go to the ‘sessions’ section
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- Click ‘add new’ and select ‘sessions’ from the drop-down menu

- Create your new session and copy the code (e.g. 1OX8)

- Locate the session you wish to move students from and click 'move' at the top of

the screen

- All students are automatically selected so there's no need to manually tick each

one

- Paste the code into the search box, select the new session start date and click

‘move
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3. Staff

To add bookings for staff, go to the ‘people’ page of the staff member.

3.1 Add staff members

For staff members not already in Udio, go to the ‘people’ section:

- Type in the name of the staff member and click ‘add name’ (you don’t need to ‘add

family’)

- Fill out the staff member details and click ‘confirm’
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- If you want to give the staff member their own login to Udio and add email

address, click ‘add detail’ then ‘email’

- You’ll then need to click ‘login’ and then ‘manage staff login access’

- Tick the ‘permit staff login’ checkbox and select their email for ‘login email’

- Select what permission group access you want this staff member to have and

what facilities they should have access to and click ‘confirm’

- When the staff member logs in for the first time, they should click ‘set or reset

password,’ and enter the email that you added for them in Udio

- They will receive an email to that address containing a link to set their password

- Once confirmed, the staff member can login using their email and password, and

will have access levels for the permission group you set earlier
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3.2 Permanent booking

- Click on ‘add bookings’ from the ‘people’ page of the staff member

- Select ‘add regular bookings’ from the drop-down box

- Select course and booking type and ‘proceed’
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- Select the times and ‘proceed’ (note - you can select multiple times if they are for

the same course)

- Ensure the start date is correct and ‘proceed’

- Click ‘confirm new bookings’
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3.3 Temporarily replace a staff member

This is the option for a staff member who is away on holiday or sick for

example and you want to cover their class(es).

- Go to ‘sessions’ and click ‘view details’ of the session that needs updating

- Click on the three dots (…) next to the staff member’s name and select ‘replace

staff member’

- Click ‘find sessions’ if there are multiple classes to be replaced; click ‘select’

- Search the staff member replacing them and click ‘select’
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- Select ‘temporarily, for the selected sessions only’ from the drop-down and

click ‘replace’

3.4 Permanently replace a staff member

This is the option for when a staff member is no longer working in that class and you

want to replace them permanently with another staff member.

- As above, go to ‘sessions’ and click ‘view details’ of the session that needs

updating
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- Click on the three dots (…) next to the staff member’s name and select ‘replace

staff member’

- Check that the correct series is selected and add other by clicking ‘find

sessions’

- Search the staff member replacing them and click ‘select’

- Select ‘permanently, for all the selected series’ from the drop-down and click

‘replace’
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3.5 Permanently remove a staff member

This is the option for when you want to close a class down.

- Go to ‘sessions’ and click ‘view details’ of the session that needs updating

- Click on the three dots (…) next to the staff member’s name and select ‘remove

this booking’

- Select the sessions to be permanently removed and click ‘Remove regular

bookings’

4. Applying a credit

- Go to the person’s billing account and click ‘add credit’
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- Add the $ amount you wish to credit the account with

- Enter a description, select the person you’re applying the credit to (if it’s for a

family, leave blank) and select facility

You should now see the credit on the customer’s account. When you go to ‘make

payment’ or if the customer has a recurring payment, the invoice will reflect the

balance to include the credit amount.

Repeat for all affected accounts.
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5. Reversing an invoice

- Go to the person’s billing account and click ‘view all activity’

- Locate the invoice that needs to be reversed

- Click on the red label ‘reverse’ and ‘confirm’

The invoice will be reversed, as will the charges.

6. Direct debit

6.1 Tracking payments

All accounts flagged with direct debit information will have their invoices ‘paid’ in

four to six hours after raising. In the billing account, you will see the payment

transaction with the notation showing your payment provider.
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6.2 Reports

Payments list

This report is not to be included in your banking. You can filter on types (payment

provider) and status (‘finalized’, ‘all’ or ‘only in processing’)

Finalized – transactions have been submitted and finalized in the batch process.

Transactions are both successful and unsuccessful.

All – displays all transactions in ‘finalized’ and ‘only in processing’ status

Only in processing – transactions that have been submitted but not finalized

Payment batches

This report allows you to see all the batches with the date and time stamp, as well

as the events log.

6.3 Rejected payments

- To view rejected payments and corresponding accounts, go to the

‘outstanding invoices’ report in the reports section

- Filter on facility or all facilities and a date range
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- Tick the box ‘automatic payment error’ to display all rejected payments

- You can see the reason for the rejection and, depending on your business’s

policy, you can retry the payment

*The customer will receive an emailed payment invoice when the transaction has

been successfully completed.

**Whenever the customer has an outstanding invoice (amount), Udio will pay it

off within 4 hours of the invoice raising.

7. Stock

7.1 Ordering stock

Go to ‘settings’ section and scroll down to ‘product catalogue’:

- Click ‘all stores’ and select the relevant store

- Select ‘stock’ in the top right-hand corner

- Click ‘stock orders’ in the top right-hand corner and ‘add new order’

- Click on the source (supplier) you are ordering from and ‘create order’

- Click on the item you are ordering and add the amount

- Repeat for all products that are being ordered
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- Once complete, click ‘update order’ then ‘send for processing’

- There will be chance to check the order one final time - once happy, click ‘send

for processing’

- Once contact with the company has been made, click ‘dispatch order’
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7.2 When the order has arrived

Go to the ‘dashboard’ section:

- Click on the relevant date and time of your stock order

- Click ‘mark as received’

- Count the order; if correct click ‘accept & close order,’ if incorrect, do not proceed

any further until you have contacted the supplier

- After a final check, click ‘close order’

Your stock levels will automatically increase.
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8. Upload personal results

To enter student’s times, go to their ‘people’ page, and under ‘member details’ you will

see ‘personal results’.

- Click ‘view results’

- Click ‘add new result’ in the top right-hand corner

- Select the discipline from the drop-down box

- Update the date and event (if required)

- Enter the value (time) in this format: 00:00.00

The times are displayed on this page as well as the number of PBs and which are the

current PBs.
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9. Credit your customers for a missed lesson or apply a

make up due to sudden closure

There will be times when you’ll need to cancel a session or the bookings due to a

sudden closure, such as the plant room failing.

We strongly recommend that you test this in Sandbox before proceeding in

Production to ensure this does what you need it to.

9.1 Cancel sessions and apply a credit or make up

Go to the ‘sessions’ section in the left-hand menu:

− Click ‘cancel sessions’ in the top right-hand corner

− Select the sessions you want to cancel (use ‘select’ only and only do 6 or so at a

time)

− Select the action you wish to do:
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o Option 2 ‘cancel sessions & bookings’ – ‘issue vouchers using the first

cancellation rule’ is to apply a make up if set up

o Option 3 ‘cancel sessions & bookings – ‘apply credits for regular bookings,

return vouchers for once off bookings’

− Click ‘confirm’

The session(s) will be cancelled and for option 3, the credit will be applied to the

customer and make up vouchers reinstated.

Please note, when you cancel a session, the booking numbers will not be displayed

on the bookings statistics report.

If you still want to see the booking numbers, you can cancel the bookings for that

session and the credits and make up re-issue will also work. This has to be done for

each session.
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9.2 Cancel the bookings only

Go to the ‘sessions’ section in the left-hand menu:

− Click ‘view details’ on the session you wish to cancel the bookings for

− Click ‘cancel bookings’

− Select all or some of the students
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− Select the applicable cancellation rule and click ‘confirm’
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